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Status 
Key 

1 Must 
2 
Should 
3 
Could  

Audit Committee’s 
Self Assessment 

March 2011 

Yes No NA Comments/Action 

 
Composition, establishment & duties 
1 Does the audit 

committee have written 
terms of reference that 
adequately define the 
committee’s role in 
accordance with 
DH/Monitor guidance? 

 
X X 

   

1 Have the terms of 
reference been adopted 
by the Board? 

X X    

1 Are the terms of 
reference reviewed 
annually to take account 
of governance 
developments (including 
integrated governance 
principles) and the remit 
of other committees 
within the Trust? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Has the Committee 
been provided with 
sufficient membership, 
authority and resources 
to perform its role 
effectively and 
independently? 

 
X X 

   

2 Are changes to the 
Committee’s current and 
future workload 
discussed and approved 
at Board level? 

 
X 

   

1 Are Committee 
members independent 
of the management 
team? 

X X    

1 Does the Committee 
report regularly to the 
Board? 

X X    

1 Has the Chair of the 
Committee a prior 
understanding of, or 
received training in, 
finance and internal 
control or other 
expertise? 

 
X X 

   

1 Are new members 
provided with the 
appropriate induction? 

X  X (SC) but would ensure that they are 

1 Does the Board ensure 
that members have 
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sufficient knowledge of 
the organisation’s 
business to identify key 
risk areas and to 
challenge both line 
management and the 
auditors on critical and 
sensitive matters? 

X X 

1 Does the Committee 
prepare an annual 
report on its work and 
performance in the 
preceding year for 
consideration of the 
Board? 

 
X X 

 
 

 (MH) Chair reports performance at every Board 
meeting 

1 Does the Committee 
assess its own 
effectiveness 
periodically? 

X X    

 
Meetings 
1 Has the Committee 

established a plan of 
matters to be dealt with 
across the year? 

 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
meet sufficiently 
frequently to deal with 
planned matters and is 
enough time allowed for 
questions and 
discussions? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee’s 
calendar meet the 
Board’s requirements 
and Financial & 
Governance calendar? 

 
X X 

   

2 Are the Committee 
papers distributed in 
sufficient time for 
members to give them 
due consideration? 

 
X X 

   

2 Are the Committee 
meetings scheduled 
prior to important 
decisions being made? 

 
X X 

   

2 Is the timing of 
Committee members 
discussed with all 
parties involved 

 
X X 

   

 
Compliance with the law and regulations governing the NHS 
1 Does the Committee 

review assurance and 
regulatory compliance 
reporting processes? 

 

X X 

   

3 Has the Committee 
formally assessed 
whether there is a need 

   

X 

(MH)Trust secretary has existed throughout 
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for the support of a 
Trust Secretary role or 
its equivalent?  

X (SC) not sure we have formally 

(DMc – I attend in my role as the Board 
Secretary, but this may need reviewing when 
the Trust is an FT) 

 

2 Does the Committee 
have a mechanism to 
keep it aware of topical, 
legal and regulatory 
issues? 

 

X X 

  (SC) via IA and EA 

 

Internal control & Risk Management 
1 Has the Committee 

formally considered how 
it integrates with other 
Committees that are 
reviewing risk – for 
example, risk 
management and 
clinical governance? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Has the Committee 
formally considered how 
its work integrates with 
wider performance 
management and 
standards compliance? 

 
 
X 

X  (SC) not since I have been Chair, maybe time 
to consider 

1 Has the Committee 
reviewed the robustness 
and effectiveness of the 
content of the Board 
Assurance Framework? 

 
X X 

   

1 Has the Committee 
reviewed the robustness 
and effectiveness of the 
draft Statement of 
Internal Control before it 
is presented to the 
Board? 

 
 
X X 

   

2 Has the Committee 
reviewed whether the 
reports it receives are 
timely and have the right 
format and content to 
enable it to discharge its 
internal control and risk 
management 
responsibility? 

 
X X 

  Coordination with IR&GC is excellent and 
effective.  Overlapping NED membership is of 
much value 

1 Has the Committee 
reviewed the robustness 
of the data behind 
reports and assurances 
received by itself and 
the Board? 

 
X 
X  

  (SC) in some areas (e.g. billing) & some will be 
covered by Clinical Audit reports 

1 Is the Committee 
satisfied that the Board 
has been advised that 

 
 
 

X  (SC) don’t thinks this is done, unless recorded 
in annual report 
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assurance reporting is in 
place to encompass all 
the organisation’s 
responsibilities?  

X (DMc – all reports of limited assurance are fully 
reviewed by the Committee and the Board 
receives regular feedback and minutes from the 
AC meetings) 

1 Is the Committee’s role 
in reviewing and 
recommending to the 
Board the annual report 
and accounts clearly 
defined? 

 
X X 

   

1  Does the Committee 
consider the External 
Auditor’s report to those 
charged with 
governance including 
proposed adjustments 
to the accounts? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
review management’s 
letter of representation? 

 
X X 

   

1 Is there clarity over the 
timing and content of 
the assurance 
statements received by 
the Head of Internal 
Audit 

 
X X 

   

 
Internal Audit 
1 Is there a formal Charter 

or terms of reference, 
defining internal audit’s 
objectives, 
responsibilities and 
reporting lines? 

 
 
X 

  (SC) – don’t know 

1 Are the Terms of 
Reference approved by 
the Committee and 
regularly reviewed? 

 
X 

  (SC) – don’t know 

2 Are the key principles of 
the terms of reference 
set out in the Standing 
Financial Instructions? 

 
X 

  (SC) not sure 

1 Does the Committee 
review and approve the 
internal audit plan at the 
beginning of the 
financial year? 

X 
X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
approve any material 
changes to the plan? 

 
X X 

   

2 Are audit plans derived 
from clear processes 
based on risk 
assessment with clear 
links to the BAF? 

 
X 

  (SC) IA say they are linked but not clearly set 
out in plan 

1 Does the Audit 
Committee receive 
periodic reports from the 
Head of Internal Audit? 

 
X X 
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1 Do these reports inform 
the Audit Committee 
about progress or 
delays in completing the 
audit plan? 

 
X X 

   

3 Has the Committee 
established a process 
whereby it reviews any 
material objection to the 
plans and associated 
assignments that cannot 
be resolved through 
negotiation? 

 
 
 
X X 

  (SC) included in report to AC 

2 Does the Committee 
effectively monitor the 
implementation of 
management actions 
arising from audit 
reports? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Does the Head of 
Internal Audit have a 
direct line of reporting to 
the Committee and its 
Chair? 

 
X X 

   

1 Is internal audit free of 
any scope restrictions 
and if not, what are they 
and who establishes 
them? 

 
X X 

  (MH) Can be changed or restricted only with 
agreement of the Audit Committee’s (NED) 
Chair 

2 Is internal audit free 
from any operating 
responsibilities or 
conflicts of interest that 
could impair its 
objectivity? 

 
X X 

   

2 Has the Committee 
determined the 
appropriate level of 
detail it wishes to 
receive from internal 
audit? 

 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
hold periodic private 
discussions with the 
Head of Internal Audit? 

 
X X 

  (SC) annual and meet a few times in-year 

2 Does the Committee 
review the effectiveness 
of internal audit and the 
adequacy of staffing and 
resources within internal 
audit? 

 
 
X X 

   

2 Has the Committee 
evaluated whether 
internal audit complies 
with the NHS Internal 
Audit Standards (or 
Government Internal 
Standards as an FT)  

 
 
 

X  
 
X 

Informally assessed as OK.  Formal 
assessment to be done when FT status 
achieved. 
(SC) IA confirm they do, but this is not 
questioned. 

3 Has the Committee 
agreed a range of 

 
X 

X  (SC) perhaps we should as it make evaluation 
of performance easier 
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internal audit 
performance measures 
to be reported on a 
routine basis? 

1 Does the Committee 
receive and review the 
Head of Internal Audit’s 
annual report and 
opinion? 

X 
X 

   

2 Is there appropriate 
cooperation with the 
external auditors? 

 
X X 

   

2 Are there any quality 
assurance procedures 
to conform whether the 
work of the internal; 
auditors is properly 
planned, completed, 
supervised and 
reviewed?  

 
 
X X 

   

 
External Audit  
1 Doe the external 

auditors present their 
audit plans and strategy 
to the Committee for 
approval? 

X 
X X 
 
 
 

   

2 Has the Committee 
satisfied itself that work 
not relating to the 
financial statements is 
adequate and 
appropriate? 

X 
X 

  (PD) via approval of plan and review of  ISA 
report? 
 
(SC) not really ‘though it is included in the plan. 
 
 

2 Does the Committee 
receive and monitor 
action taken in respect 
of prior years’ reviews? 

 
X X 
X 

  (PD) via our follow up and appropriate review of 
recommendations. 

1 Does the Committee 
review the external 
auditor’s annual audit 
letter 

 
X X 
X 

  (PD) September 2010 last time 

1 Does the Committee 
review the external 
auditors’ use of 
resources conclusion? 

 
X X 
X 

  (PD) June 2010 as part of ISA. 260 REPORT 

1 Does the Committee 
hold periodic private 
discussions with the 
external auditors? 

 
X X 
X 

  (PD) but not for a while 
(SC) Annual and a few time sin the year 

2 Does the Committee 
assess the performance 
of external audit? 

 
X 

 X (PD) Committee did not want to hold Client 
Service review meeting as no specific concerns 
that they wanted to raise. 

3 Does the Committee 
require assurance from 
external audit about the 
policies for ensuring 
independence and 
compliance with staff 
rotation requirements? 

 
X 
X 

  via review of our plans and ISA 260 Report 
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3 Does the Committee 
review the nature and 
value of non-audit work 
carried out by the 
external auditor? 

 
 

  
X 
X 

No significant non-audit work is done by 
external auditor 
(PD) none carried out in 2009/10 

 

Counter Fraud  
1 Does the Committee 

review and approve the 
counter fraud work plan 
at the beginning of the 
financial year? 

 
X X 
X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
satisfy itself that the 
work plan adequately 
covers each of the 
seven generic areas 
defined in the NHS 
Counter Fraud Policy? 

 
 
X X 
X 

  (MT) The seven generic areas are clearly 
referenced within the LCFS work plan, as is 
adherence to SoS Directions. The plans have 
been approved by CFSMS as fit for purpose. 

1 Does the Committee 
approve any material 
changes to the plan? 

 
X X 

X  (MT) This is done via the DoF and Deputy DoF 
in-year if required. However material changes 
would be reported as part of the LCFS report to 
the A/C. 

2 Are counter fraud plans 
derived from clear 
processes based on risk 
assessment? 

X 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
receive periodic reports 
from the Local Counter 
Fraud 
Specialist(LCFS)? 

X X 
X X 

   

2 Does the Committee 
effectively monitor the 
implementation of 
management actions 
arising from the counter 
fraud reports? 

 
 
X 

X X  (MT) This is done through the DoF and Deputy 
DoF 
(SC)…but we should include in Phil’s report of 
outstanding recommendations 

1 Does the LCFS have a 
right of direct access to 
the Committee and its 
Chair? 

X 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
review the effectiveness 
of the local counter 
fraud service and the 
adequacy of its staffing 
and resources? 

 
X 
X 

  (MT) This is done through regular reporting to 
them and through the annual Qualitative 
Assessment (Compound Indicator) submission. 

1 Does the Committee 
receive and review the 
LCFS’s annual report of 
counter fraud activity 
and compound indicator 
assessment? 

 
X 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
receive and discuss 
reports arising from 
quality inspections from 
CFMS? 

 
X 

X X (MT) Quality inspections are not currently 
undertaken by CFSMS. 
(SC) we should! 
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Annual Accounts and disclosure statements 
1 Is the Committee’s role 

in approval of the 
annual accounts clearly 
defined? 

 
X X 

   

2 Is the Committee 
meeting scheduled to 
discuss proposed 
adjustments to the 
accounts and issues 
arising from audit? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
specifically review: 

 Changes in 
accounting 
policies? 

 Changes in 
accounting 
practices due to 
changes in 
accounting 
standards? 

 Changes in 
estimation 
techniques? 

 Significant 
judgements 
made? 

 
X X 

   

3 Does the Committee 
review the draft 
accounts before the 
start of the audit? 

 
X 

X  As part of the members ongoing responsibility 
to monitor Trust financial performance 
(SC) – not convinced we need to – seems like 
extra unnecessary work 

1 Does the Committee 
ensure it receives 
explanations as to the 
reason for any 
unadjusted errors in the 
accounts found by the 
external auditors? 

 
 
X X 

   

1 Does the Committee 
receive and review a 
draft of the Trust’s 
Statement on Internal 
Control? 

 
X X 

   

2 Does the Committee 
receive and review the 
evidence required to 
demonstrate fitness to 
register with the Care 
Quality Commission? 

 
 
X X 

   

2 Does the Committee 
receive and review a 
draft of the Trust’s 
Annual Report? 

 
X X 
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Other Issues 
3 Has the Committee 

considered the costs 
that it incurs and are the 
costs appropriate ton 
the perceived risks and 
the benefits?  

 
 
X X 

   

2 Has the Committee 
reviewed its 
performance in the year 
for consistency with 

 Terms of 
reference 

 Programme for 
the year? 

 
 
X X 

   

3 Does the Annual report 
and Accounts of the 
Trust include a 
description of the 
Committee’s 
establishment and 
activities? 

 
 
X X 

   

Specific Issues for WHHT Audit Committee 
 Are Committee 

meetings effective and 
efficient?  

 
X X 

   

 Are papers concise, 
relevant and timely?  

 
X X 

   

 Do the right people 
attend? 

X X    

 Does the Committee 
focus on the right 
questions about the 
right areas at the right 
level? 

Does the Committee 
respond to bad news in 
a way which encourages 
transparency? 

 
X X 
 
 
 
 
X X 

   
 
 
 
 
Satisfied that no significant facts are hidden.  
Always an area where management style can 
encourage more 

 Do the Committee 
members have frank, 
open working 
relationships with 
Executive Directors? 

 
X X 

  Can always be better 

 Does the Committee 
have open 
communication 
channels within the 
Trust which facilitate 
the surfacing of issues? 

 
 
X 

  Board member visits to meet staff and 
operating areas have been a significant 
contributor 
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Other Comments 

Please add any other comments that you feel are pertinent to discussions on the work of the Audit 
Committee. 

The overlapping membership of NEDs in various committees and the collaborative relationships 
between them is a significant factor in the effectiveness of the committees and the functioning 
of the Trust. 

 

 Is the Committee 
perceived to have a 
positive impact? 

X   Though some will always see it as a policing 
operation 


